Details: The REMJHD10CC will control most basic functions of the JHD3630BT, JHD1630 & JHD1130, with the noted exceptions:

- **All models:**
  - The PTY and TA button have no function in regular Tuner mode.
- **JHD3630BT & JHD1630 only:**
  - In SiriusXM mode, the AS/PS button will scan through the station presets.
    - S.MOD/ENTER performs INFO/ENTER function only. It does not perform SiriusXM Mode selection.
      - No DIRECT TUNE or CATEGORY selection via remote.
    - Use #1-6 buttons for direct preset station access.
  - In USB mode, AS/PS button will bring up the folder search. Use TUNE/SEEK buttons to advance through list. Use S.MOD/ENTER to select.
  - In iPod mode, AS/PS button will bring up the folder search. Use TUNE/SEEK buttons to advance through list. Use S.MOD/ENTER to select.
- **JHD3630BT only:**
  - In BT Audio mode, use TUNE/SEEK buttons to advance track in current playlist. All other playlist functions must be performed by the BT Audio device.
  - In CD-MP3 mode, AS/PS button will bring up the folder search. Use TUNE/SEEK buttons to advance through list. Use S.MOD/ENTER to select.